
All Out on April 19th—International Day of Protest

On 27 March, the U.S. Third Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in favor of On 27 March, the U.S. Third Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in favor of 
upholding the frame-up conviction of Mumia Abu-Jamal. In upholding the frame-up conviction of Mumia Abu-Jamal. In 
turning down Mumia’s appeal for a new trial, the Court ordered turning down Mumia’s appeal for a new trial, the Court ordered 
a new sentencing hearing to decide whether he is again to a new sentencing hearing to decide whether he is again to 
be sentenced to die or condemned to the living death be sentenced to die or condemned to the living death 
of life in prison. 

With this horrendously unjust ruling the courts signaled With this horrendously unjust ruling the courts signaled 
that for Mumia, a former Black Panther, MOVE supporter that for Mumia, a former Black Panther, MOVE supporter 
and eloquent “voice of the voiceless,” proof of and eloquent “voice of the voiceless,” proof of 
innocence is not legally admissible. The evidence innocence is not legally admissible. The evidence 
is clear: Mumia is the innocent victim of a racist, is clear: Mumia is the innocent victim of a racist, 
politically-motivated frame-up. On April 19th politically-motivated frame-up. On April 19th 
there will be a mass demonstration in Philadelphia there will be a mass demonstration in Philadelphia 
to demand Mumia’s freedom, with supporting to demand Mumia’s freedom, with supporting 
demonstrations in cities around the world. around the world. 

All out for Mumia on April 19th!All out for Mumia on April 19th!

April 19th United Front for Mumia    april19mumia@gmail.com                 labor donated

FREE MUMIA!

Saturday April 19 Saturday April 19 
1 pm

U.S. Consulate
360 University AveAveAv
between Dundas St. and Queen St.

endorsed by: 
Alliance of Concerned Jewish Canadians (Toronto),
Angola 3 Defense Committee,  Anti-Racist Action, 
CAW Local 199 Human Rights Committee, 
Common Cause, Communist Party, Industrial 
Workers of the World, International Bolshevik 
Tendency, International Socialists, Mississauga 
Coalition for Peace & Justice, Partisan Defense 
Committee, Socialist Action, Socialist Alternative, 
Spartacus Youth Club/Trotskyist League,  
United Black Students at Ryerson, Upping the Anti, 
Young Communist League

Mumia Abu-Jamal Is Innocent!
Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!


